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Identifying operators with their graphs, we study the continuity of the parallel
sum of two monotone operators with respect to set convergence and we examine its
stability from a quantitative point of view. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES
Motivated by a study of parallel connection of electrical multiport,
w xAnderson and Duffin 1 introduced the concept of parallel addition of
matrices. This operation has been intensively studied by many authors
 w x w xsee, for example, Anderson and Duffin 2 , Hiriart-Urruty and Mazure 8 ,
w x w x w x .Kubo 9 , Luque 10 , and Torrejon 13 .
w xRecently Passty 11 approached the parallel sum of arbitrary nonlinear
monotone operators A and B, by letting
y1y1 y1A q B s A q B , .p
a definition which will be used in this paper.
For the convenience of the reader we have collected in Section 1
fundamental definitions and properties of maximal monotone operators.
In Section 2, we study the continuity of the parallel sum by using the
notion of graph-convergence. Next we examine from a quantitative point
of view the stability of the parallel sum of monotone operators. In the
process we are led to prove a quantitative result between operators and
their inverses. Section 4 is devoted to the calculus of parallel sum for some
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< <Let H be a real Hilbert space. We denote by ? the norm associated
 :with the inner product ? , ? . Let T : H i H be a set-valued map. We
define its domain and graph as
Dom T [ x g H ; T x / B , 4 .  .
and
gph T [ x , y g H = H ; y g T x . 4 .  .  .
The inverse Ty1 of T is the set-valued map defined by
x g Ty1 y if and only if y g T x . .  .
The set-valued map T is said to be a monotone operator if
 :x y x9, y y y9 G 0 ; x , y g gph T , ; x9, y9 g gph T . 1 .  .  .  .  .
T is said to be a maximal monotone operator if it is monotone and its
graph is not properly contained in the graph of any other monotone
operator.
The resolvant of parameter l ) 0 of the maximal monotone operator A
is the operator
y1AJ [ I q l A . .l
It is a contraction and is everywhere defined. The Yosida approximate of
parameter l ) 0 of A is
1
AA [ I y J . .l ll
It is a Lipschitz continuous operator and satisfies the relation
for any x g H , for any l ) 0, A x g A J A x . . 2 .  . .l l
2. THE PARALLEL SUM AND GRAPH-CONVERGENCE
DEFINITION 2.1. Let A and B be two nonlinear operators, their paral-
lel sum, A q B, isp
y1y1 y1A q B s A q B . .p
 w x.It is quite obvious see Passty 11, Lemma 2 that
A q B x s Ay l B x y y ; y g H . 4 .  . . Dp
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In other words,
w g A q B x m ' y g D A ; y g Ay1 w and x y y g By1 w . .  .  .  . .p
3 .
 w x.  4DEFINITION 2.2 see Attouch and Wets 4 . Let A , n g N , A, an
sequence of maximal monotone operators on H. We say that the sequence
 4A , n g N graph converges to A, and we write A s gph y lim An nªq` n
if
s s
; x , y g A , ' x , y g A such that x ª x and y ª y , .  .n n n n n
where s stands for the strong topology of H.
 4THEOREM 2.3. Let A , n g N , A, be a sequence of maximal monotonen
operators, B a maximal monotone operator, and assume that By1 is continu-
ous and locally bounded. Then the following properties are equi¨ alent
 .i A s gph y lim Anªq` n
 .  .ii A q B s gph y lim A q B .p nªq` n p
 .  .Proof. Let x, y g A q B, by relation 3 ,p
'z g H such that y g Az and y g B x y z , .
in other words
'z g H with z , y g A and x s z q By1 y . .  .
 .  .Hypothesis i implies then the existence of a sequence z , y g A suchn n ns s y1that z ª z, y ª y. Setting x s z q B y , one hasn n n n n
s y1x , y g A q B and x ª z q B y s x , .n n n p n
because By1 is continuous.
Thus
A q B s gph y lim A q B . .p n p
nªq`
Conversely, let y g Ax. We can write
x q By1 y g Ay1 q By1 y . .  .
Thus
y g A q B x q By1 y . . .p
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 .  .Assumption ii implies the existence of a sequence z , y g A q Bn n n p
such that
s s y1y ª y and z ª x q B y.n n
y1 .By setting x s z y B y , one hasn n n
s y1 y1y g A x and x ª x q B y y B y s x ,n n n n
that is,
A s gph y lim A .n
nªq`
 4PROPOSITION 2.4. Let A , n g N , A, a sequence of maximal monotonen
 4operators and B , n g N , B, a sequence of maximal monotone operators.n
Suppose that
 . y1 y1i B , B are locally bounded and Lipschitz continuous with con-n
stant a ;
 .ii A s gph y lim A and B s gph y lim B .nªq` n nªq` n
Then
A q B s gph y lim A q B . .p n p n
nªq`
 .Proof. According to property 3 ,
; x , y g A q B , 'z g H such that z , y g A and x s z q By1 y . .  .  . .p
Therefore,
s s
' z , y g A such that z ª z and y ª y. .n n n n n
y1 .  .Setting x s z q B y , one has x , y g A q B .n n n n n n n p n
 .Using triangular inequality and taking into account i , we obtain
y1 y15 5 5 5x y x F z y z q B y y B y .  .n n n n
y1 y15 5 5 5F z y z q a y y y q B y y B y , .  .n n n
s .which combined with ii yields x ª x.n
Remark 2.5. The condition By1 Lipschitz continuous with constant a
is satisfied if B is strongly monotone with constant ay1, namely,
 : y1 5 5 2y y y , x y x G a x y x ; x , y g B , ; x , y g B. .  .1 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2
4 .
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 w x.DEFINITION 2.6 see Passty 11 . The generalized resolvent associated
to A and B is the possibility multivalued map on H given by
P A , B x [ y g H ; Ay l B x y y / B . 4 .  .  .
A simple calculation involving Definition 2.6 shows that
P A , ly1I s J A . . l
 4THEOREM 2.7. Let A, A , n g N a sequence of maximal monotonen
operators, B a monotone operator, and suppose that
 . y1i B is continuous and locally bounded
 .ii A s gph y lim A .nªq` n
Then
P A , B s gph y lim P A , B . .  .n
nªq`
 .  .  .Proof. If x, y g P A, B , equivalently, Ay l B x y y / B, thus
'z g H such that y , z g A and x s y q By1 z . .
 .  .Condition ii implies existence of a sequence y , z g A satisfyingn n ns s y1y ª y and z ª z. Setting x s y q B z , one hasn n n n n
z g A y l B x y y , .n n n n n
that is,
s y1x , y g P A , B and x ª y q B z s x . .  .n n n n
Thus
P A , B s gph y lim P A , B . .  .n
nªq`
3. QUANTITATIVE STABILITY OF THE PARALLEL SUM
To obtain a quantitative result concerning the stability of the parallel
sum an interesting tool is the distances between maximal monotone
w x w xoperators which first appeared in Attouch and Wets 3 and 4 , see also
w xAttouch, Moudafi and Riahi 5 , namely for all l ) 0, r G 0
A Bd A , B [ sup J x y J x s l sup A x y B x . 5 .  .  .  .  .  .l, r l l l l
5 5 5 5x Fr x Fr
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An important relationship between the Yosida approximate of A and the
resolvent of Ay1 is highlighted by the next proposition.
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let A be a maximal monotone operator, then, for e¨ery
l ) 0, we ha¨e
A x s J Ay1 ly1 x . .  .l l
 .Proof. Property 3 yields
J A x g Ay1 A x . .  . .l l
We can write
A x q ly1 J A x g A x q ly1Ay1 A x . .  .  .  . .l l l l
Combining this relation with the definition of the Yosida approximate, we
obtain
ly1 x g I q ly1Ay1 A x , .  . .l
that is,
y1A y1
y1A x s J l x . .  .l l
PROPOSITION 3.2. Suppose A and B are two maximal monotone operators.
Then for e¨ery l ) 0 and r G 0, one has
d A , B s ld y1 y1 Ay1 , By1 . 6 .  .  .l, r l , l r
When l s 1, we ha¨e
d A , B s d Ay1 , By1 . .  .1, r 1, r
Proof. From Proposition 3.1 it follows that
A BJ x y J x s l A x y B x .  .  .  .l l l l
y1 y1A y1 B y1
y1 y1s l J l x y J l x .  .l l
from which the result follows since it implies that
y1 y1A B A B
y1 y1sup J x y J x s l sup J y y J y . .  .  .  .l l l l
y15 5x Fr 5 5y Fl r
Remark 3.3. It directly ensues from Proposition 3.2 that the map
y1  4A ª A is an isometry for d ; r G 0 .1, r
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The above result enables us to obtain a straightforward proof for the
following basic theorem.
THEOREM 3.4. Let A , A be two maximal monotone operators, B a1 2
monotone operator, and assume that By1 is Lipschitz continuous with con-
 .stant a a ) 0 . Then, for e¨ery r G 0 and l ) a the following estimate
holds
y1y1d A q B , A q B F 1 y l a d A , A , 7 .  .  . .l, r 1 p 2 p l , r* 1 2
where
y1 y1y1 y1 A qB1y1r* s 1 y l a r q B J 0 . .  . .l
Proof. From Proposition 3.2 it follows that
d A q B , A q B s ld y1 y1 Ay1 q By1 , Ay1 q By1 . .  .l, r 1 p 2 p l , l r 1 2
A simple calculation involving definition of the resolvent shows that
J A i
y1qB y1 x s J A iy1 x y lBy1 J A iy1qB y1 x , with i s 1, 2. .  . . /l l l
y1 A iy1qB y1  ..Setting y [ x y lB J x and using the triangular inequality,i l
we can write
y1 y1 y1 y1A qB A qB1 2J x y J x .  .l l
y1 y1A A1 2s J y y J y .  .l 1 l 2
y1 y1 y1 y1A A A A1 2 2 2F J y y J y q J y y J y . .  .  .  .l 1 l 1 l 1 l 2
5 5 y1Now suppose x F r. According to Lipschitz continuity of B and the
fact that J A i
y1
is nonexpansive, we havel
y1 y1A A y1 y11 2J y y J y F d A , A .  .  .l 1 l 1 l , r 9 1 2
for every
y1 y1y1 A qB1 1r9 G 1 q la r q l B J 0 . .  . .l
We have also
y1 y1A A y1 y1 y1 y12 2J y y J y F la d A q B , A q B . .  .  .l 1 l 2 l , r 1 2
Combining the last inequalities, we obtain
y1y1 y1 y1 y1 y1 y1
y1d A q B , A q B F 1 y la d A , A , . .  .l, r 1 2 l , r 9 1 2
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from which we infer
y1y1 y1 y1 y1 y1 y1 y1
y1 y1 y1d A q B , A q B F 1 y l a d A , A . .  .l , l r 1 2 l , r 0 1 2
with
y1 y1y1 y1 y1 y1 y1 A qB1y1r0 s 1 q l a l r q l r q l B J 0 . .  . .l
We conclude the proof by using again Proposition 3.2.
4. PARALLEL SUM OF SPECIAL CLASSES OF
OPERATORS
4.1. The Case of Resol¨ ent Operators
w xThe result below extends Passty 11, Theorem 27 to resolvent operators.
THEOREM 4.1.1. Let A, B be two maximal monotone operators and
l, m ) 0. Then
J A q J A x s J A xr2 . 8 .  .  . .l p m lqm
Moreo¨er, if A q B is a maximal monotone operator, then
J A q J B x s J AqB xr2 . 9 .  .  . .l p l lr2
 A A. . A . A .Proof. If y g J q J x , then y s J z s J x y z for some z.l p m l m
 .  .Using relation 2 and monotonicity of A, we can write for every h, z g A
A z y h , J A z y z G 0 : .  .l l
 .which combined with the definition of A z yieldsl
 :z y y y lh , y y z G 0
A x y z y h , J A x y z y z G 0. : .  .m m
On the other hand
 :x y z y y y mh , y y z G 0.
Adding these inequalities and dividing by 2
 :xr2 y y y l q m h , y y z G 0, .
equivalently
xr2 y y
y h , y y z G 0. ;l q m
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which can also be written
xr2 g y q l q m Ay. .
Thus
y s J A xr2 . .lqm
We conclude the proof by noting that J A is a single valued operator.lqm
 .The argument is the same for proving 14 .
COROLLARY 4.1.2. Let C , C be two noempty closed con¨ex sets and1 2
assume that
l C y C is a closed ¨ector space. 10 .  .D 1 2
lG0
Then
Proj q Proj x s Proj xr2 , .  . .C p C C l C1 2 1 2
where Proj is the projection of x into C.C
Proof. Let us observe first that
J ­d C s Proj .l C
 .On the hand, thanks to assumption 10 and Lemma 4.2.1 below, we can
write
­d q ­d s ­ d q ­d s ­d . .C C C C C l C1 2 1 2 1 2
 .The result follows by applying 8 to A s ­d and A s ­d , where d1 C 2 C C1 2
is the indicator function of the closed convex set C.
4.2. The Case of Subdifferential Operators
 4Let f : H ª R j q` be a proper lower semicontinuous convex func-
tion. The subdifferential of f at x is
 :­ f x s w g H ; f y y f x G w , y y x ; y g H . 4 .  .  .
­ f is a maximal monotone operator on H. The conjugate convex function
 4f *: H ª R j q` is given by
 :f * w s sup w , y y f y . 4 .  .
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f * is proper, lower semicontinuous, and convex. Recall also that ­ f * s
 .y1­ f . Finally, the epi-sum, f q g, of two functions is defined bye
f q g x s inf f u q g x y u : u g H . 4 .  .  .  .e
The following lemma will be needed in the proof of the next proposition.
 w x.LEMMA 4.2.1 see Attouch and Brezis 14 . Let E be a Banach space,Â
and f , g are proper con¨ex lower semicontinuous functions satisfying
l dom f y dom g is a closed ¨ector space. .D
lG0
Then
­ f q g s ­ f q ­ g . .
PROPOSITION 4.2.2. Let f , g be two proper, con¨ex, and lower semicontin-
uous functions on H satisfying
l dom f * y dom g* is a closed ¨ector space. 11 .  .D
lG0
Then
­ f q ­ g s ­ f q g . .p e
Proof. From the definition of a parallel sum, we can write
y1y1 y1 y1
­ f q ­ g s ­ f q ­ g s ­ f * q ­ g* . .  .  . .p
 .On the other hand, assumption 11 combined with Lemma 4.2.1 yields
­ f * q ­ g* s ­ f * q g* . .
Thus
y1
­ f q ­ g s ­ f q g * s ­ f q g . .  . .p e e
wBefore concluding with a result which slightly improves Passty 11,
x  .Theorem 19 , let us first recall that the range of A written R A is the
domain of Ay1, namely
R A s y g H ; x , y g A for some x g H . 4 .  .
PROPOSITION 4.2.3. Let A and B be two maximal monotone operators on
H. Suppose




A q B is a maximal monotone operator.p
Proof. Indeed, since the maximal monotonicity of an operator and its
inverse are equivalent and being given that
y1 y1 y1 y1A q B s A q B and D A s R A , .  . .p
w x  y1the result follows by applying Proposition 3.1 of Riahi 12 with A and
y1 .B .
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